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The diagnostic process, 
differential diagnosis and 
continuous routine follow-
up of cancer patients require 
an easily available, reliable 
and cost-effective diagnostic 
method for the detection 
of liver metastases and 
primary liver tumours, e.g. 
hepatocellular carcinoma.

Ultrasound is a widely used method for the detection 
of liver lesions, but it was generally regarded as 
inferior to contrast-enhanced computed tomography 
(CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
 
Focal lesions might have the same echogenicity of 
normal liver parenchyma leading to false negative 
findings. To improve the detection of focal liver 
lesions, ultrasound imaging must also provide 
information on vascularity, exploiting the differences 
in blood flow between normal and pathological 
tissue. The concept of contrast-enhancing agents 
is not new, being derived from (bolus) dynamic 
computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI). 

Recent advances in contrast-enhanced techniques 
have improved the detection rate of ultrasound to a 
level similar to that attained using CT and MRI. Due 
to the high spatial resolution of sonography, CEUS 
may also detect sub-centimetre metastases. This 
is especially true for the Cadence™ Contrast Pulse 
Sequencing (CPS)* technique from Siemens Medical 
Solutions when using either the Siemens ACUSON 
Sequoia™ or Siemens ACUSON Antares™ ultrasound 
systems. This is clear from several single centre 
studies and also from a recent European multicentre 
study. The CPS-method proved useful in routine 
application and is easy to learn.

*At the time of publication, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration has cleared 
ultrasound contrast agents only for use in LVO. Check the current regulation for 
the country in which you are using this system for contrast agent clearance. 
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It was shown that CEUS allowed differentiation of 
histologically proven benign and malignant liver 
lesions, using SonoVue® (Bracco, Milan, Italy) and 
Levovist® (Schering AG, Berlin, Germany), in most 
patients. In 79 patients with histologically proven 
malignant liver lesions and in 95 patients with 
benign liver lesions, it was shown that hypoechoic 
contrast enhancement in the portal venous or 
late phase as a predictive sign of malignancy 
had 100 % sensitivity in patients, most of whom 
had no underlying liver disease. Homogeneous 
contrast enhancement in the portal venous and 
late phase had 93 % specificity as an indicator of 
benign disease. It should be noted that there were 
no false negative findings in patients without 
underlying parenchymal liver disease. Furthermore, 
a lower inter-observer variability was found in 
contrast-enhanced sonography than in baseline 
ultrasonography. Similar results have recently been 
reported in patients using SonoVue®. Reported 
limitations are parenchymal liver disease, e.g. 
liver cirrhosis, extended fatty liver disease and 
hypervascular liver metastases. CPS has proven to 
be especially advantageous in the difficult patient. 

Review of the literature

The rationale of a recently published multicentre 
study was to evaluate the diagnostic value of 
dynamic contrast sonography for the assessment 
of liver metastases versus established reference 
methods (CT and MRI) in combination with all 
clinical data except ultrasound techniques as a 
combined gold standard. 

It was shown that these techniques gave a 
statistically significant improvement in the 
accuracy of detection of metastatic disease versus 
unenhanced sonography. In comparison with 
baseline ultrasound, the number of metastatic 
lesions increased with a sensitivity comparable to 
that of contrast-enhanced triple-phase CT. In two 
thirds of patients the same number of metastatic 
lesions were found with contrast-enhanced 
sonography and CT. In the remaining patients, 
sometimes CT and sometimes sonography found 
more lesions, with no significant superiority of either 
method. Since contrast-enhanced sonography was 
not part of the gold standard, this may introduce a 
possible bias in the calculation of accuracy. There 
were two patients in whom CEUS found a lesion 
but CT and MRI did not. One patient (female, 54 
years, with breast cancer) had a 29 mm lesion and 
the other (female, 67 years, with pancreatic cancer) 
had an 11 mm lesion, both of which were non-
enhancing in the portal venous phase. However, 
owing to the definition of the gold standard both 
were rated as false positive for CEUS, since no 
biopsy was obtained for clarification. This illustrates 
the limitation of such studies comparing imaging 
methods, since there is no absolute non-invasive 
gold standard. Additionally, contrast-enhanced 
sonography has the best specificity and accuracy for 
detection or exclusion of metastatic disease when 
compared with unenhanced sonography and triple-
phase spiral CT. In 11 % of the patients the existence 
of lesions could be ruled out, indicating the high 
specificity of contrast-enhanced sonography. 

Differential diagnosis 
benign versus 
malignant 
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As a result of their double blood supply via both 
the hepatic artery and the portal vein, focal lesions 
in the liver often exhibit no general hyper- or 
hypoperfusion, but depending on the flow phase 
and the histology, present a complex temporal and 
spatial picture of increased and reduced contrast. 
Certain lesions can give a characteristic vascular 
picture (e.g. the wheel-spoke phenomenon [FNH]) 
or a distinctive perfusion pattern (e.g. contrasting 
halo [metastasis] or iris diaphragm phenomenon 
[haemangioma]), allowing the lesions to be 
characterised, but the contrast patterns do not 
always follow this typical form. 

Metastases

The essential characteristic of metastases is a 
predominantly arterial blood supply. In contrast, 
portal vein circulation favours haematogenic 
metastasisation into the liver. Metastases may 
already be perfused with contrast in the arterial 
phase, even though early arterial enhancement (in 
less than 15 seconds) is not typical and often the 
only observation is a peripherally located contrast 
enhancement (“halo sign”, “rim sign”). Contrast 
appears in the vessels proceeding from the periphery 
towards the centre, and the vascular pattern is 
irregular. In the portal venous phase metastases 
are contrasted increasingly as signal “black spots” 
against the background of uniformly enhanced 
normal liver tissue. Artefacts can be avoided 
by using CPS and TEQ™, the tissue equalisation 
optimisation mode from Siemens. 

Any differential diagnosis must take into account 
complications of any underlying disease, and 
complications of therapy (e.g. neutropenia with 
bacterial and mycotic abscesses). 

Unlike the portal venous “black spot” effect of 
metastases, as a rule large haemangiomas show 
a filling-in of contrast media into the unenhanced 
central or eccentric signal area (the iris diaphragm 
phenomenon). It has to be taken into account 
that this phenomenon has also been observed in 
metastases in rare cases.

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)

Ultrasonographic recognition of hepatocellular 
carcinomas in liver cirrhosis can be difficult if the 
echo texture is very inhomogeneous. There are 
no typical criteria in B-mode ultrasonography and 
colour Doppler imaging in small hepatocellular 
carcinoma < 30 mm. Also hepatocellular carcinoma 
can be very difficult to identify in patients with 
liver cirrhosis due to a lack of any difference in 
echogenicity. Echogenicity and vascularity depend 
both on its size and on the surrounding liver tissue. 
HCC are typically hypervascular (90 %). In the 
differential diagnosis it is necessary to consider an 
FNH, an adenoma, or metastases of hyperperfused 
tumours, e.g. a hypernephroma or carcinoids. This 
is especially true when we take into account that 
in up to 25 % of HCC, non-malignant focal liver 
changes appear simultaneously. Metastases of 
primary extrahepatic tumours are, however, rare in a 
cirrhotic liver with the exception of neuroendocrine 
metastases.

A clear improvement in the malignancy assessment 
of liver tumours in liver cirrhosis was achieved by 
using echo-signal enhancers and CPS. An HCC 
typically exhibits hyperperfusion and a chaotic 
vascular pattern of the tumour compared with the 
surrounding liver tissue at a time when in the 
surrounding liver no contrast effect is as yet 
discernible. Regenerating nodules may also 
demonstrate additional arterial enrichment – 
by analysis of the portal venous phase it may be 
possible to differentiate these (isoechogenic) 
nodules from hepatocellular carcinomas (weakly 
echogenic contrasting). It has been reported that 
highly differentiated HCC lack the hypoenhancing 
portal venous phase whereas poorly differentiated 
HCC show metastasis-type behaviour. 

Liver tumour 
characterisation
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Cholangiocellular carcinoma (CCC)

Cholangiocellular carcinomas are classified by 
their location. CCC can occur along the peripheral 
bile ducts close to the bifurcation as so-called 
Klatskin tumours (hilar CCC, more common), but 
they may also appear as primary solid tumours in 
the liver behaving similar to HCC. In the arterial 
phase the perfusion pattern is variable, but mainly 
hypoperfused; in the late portal venous phase CCC 
are contrasted in a much more pronounced way 
than HCC in the cirrhotic liver. In the case of the 
hilar type of CC, inflammatory bile duct alterations 
should be considered, for example pericholangitis. 
Stratification of the bile ducts is then, however, 
preserved and may actually be accentuated in 
the sonographic image. So far, there have been 
no conclusive studies on differential diagnosis of 
primary sclerosing cholangitis and cholangiocellular 
carcinomas using this very promising technique.

Lymphoma

Unlike the often diffuse infiltration of the liver 
by extranodal Hodgkin’s, and in particular non-
Hodgkin’s lymphomas (about 50 %), circumscribed 
alterations can be relatively rarely detected by 
ultrasonography (in less than 10 – 20 % of the 
cases). In our experience, lymphoma infiltration 
of the liver is accompanied by sonographically 
detectable (however, often only moderate) 
enlargement of the perihepatic lymph nodes (the 
normal lymph node size is up to 17 mm). With 
regard to differential diagnosis, inflammatory liver 
conditions (e.g. viral hepatitis B or C, PBC, PSC) and 
also lymph node metastases or sarcoidosis should be 
considered. 

In contrast to the variable arterial perfusion, 
lymphoma characteristically exhibit reduced 
signal enhancement in the portal venous phase in 
comparison to surrounding liver tissue due to the 
absence of portal veins in the lymphoma region. 

Differential diagnosis of Focal nodular 
hyperplasia and hepatocellular adenoma

Focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) and hepatocellular 
adenoma (HCA) are two benign, mostly incidentally 
discovered hepatic neoplasia which occur 
predominantly in young and middle-aged women. 
Differentiation is essential because of different 
therapeutic approaches: HCA is an indication for 
surgery due to the risk of haemorrhage and a 
potential for malignant transformation; by contrast, 
FNH may be managed conservatively. The aim 
of a recently published study was to assess the 
accuracy of contrast-enhanced phase inversion 
ultrasonography to differentiate between FNH 
and HCA, analysing the arterial and portal venous 
phase. In this study it could be demonstrated that 
examination of the hepatic arterial and early portal 
venous phase by contrast-enhanced phase inversion 
ultrasonography could consistently differentiate 
between FNH and HCA. This important finding could 
be explained by the lack of portal veins in HCA in 
contrast to FNH which presents (atypical) portal 
veins in many but not all patients. It is of importance 
that the described typical features can be observed 
in tumours < 50 mm without regressive changes. 
The contrast behaviour in larger FNH and adenoma 
may be different due to regressive changes like 
intratumoural haemorrhage, necrosis, fibrous tissue 
and calcifications. 

It has to be taken into account that the dosage of 
4.8 ml is too large to evaluate the wash-out kinetics 
when using more recent technology like CPS, since 
arterio-portal overlap is too long. Therefore, when 
using CPS technology, 2.4 ml and even 1.2 ml are 
superior for tumour perfusion analysis.
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Figure 2 (right)
Cholangiocellular carcinoma with partially 
recanalised infarct zone. B-mode imaging 
revealed a triangular hypoechoic zone 
indicating a peripherally located infarct (a). 
Colour Doppler imaging showed a central 
supply artery with pulsed wave Doppler 
demonstrating a high arterial resistance 
index (b). In the arterial phase the lesion is 
slightly hypervascular (c); in the late portal 
venous phase the lesion retains a much 
higher level of contrast than expected for 
hepatocellular carcinoma in the cirrhotic 
liver (d).

Figure 1 (left)
Focal nodular Hyperplasia of the liver 
demonstrating a central scar (arrow) using 
B-mode imaging (a) and arterial and portal 
venous enhancement (b-d). Note the highly 
differentiated vascular tree.

1a

1b

1c

1d
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Contrast-enhanced sonography using low-
mechanical-index techniques with SonoVue® has 
also proved useful intraoperatively and in 
conjunction with 3D techniques. Recent advances 
enable the use of contrast agents with high 
frequency transducers, and the use of low MI real 
time contrast-enhanced ultrasound applications 
concerning breast, thyroid, or peripheral lymph node 
imaging is promising. 

The cost-effectiveness of CEUS becomes highly 
apparent when taking into account the much lower 
investment costs of high-end ultrasound machines 
in comparison to computed tomography systems. It 
is even more obvious when compared with the costs 
of magnetic resonance imaging technology. In 
addition, a 5 ml vial of contrast medium costs about 
80 Euros. Considering the fact that the sensitivity of 
CPS technology enables a much lower dose to be 
used (for example 1.2 – 2,4 ml), this reduces the 
cost of CEUS (with respect to CPS) even further. 
Therefore, it is of interest that many if not most of 
the recently published studies comparing CEUS with 
CT & MRI technology utilised CPS technology.

In conclusion, contrast-enhanced ultrasound in the 
portal venous and late phase following injection of 
SonoVue® considerably improves the detection of 
liver tumours compared with conventional B-mode 
sonography and is therefore a suitable and cost-
effective method for the follow-up of patients with 
primary extrahepatic cancer.   

Other applications

Cost-effectiveness

Conclusion
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